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Liveable cities are those that are healthy and sustainable. Close to 90% of people in Australia
live in cities (esa.un.org/unpd/wup) and about one third are renters. There is an increasing
number of people who want to grow organic food, live a more sustainable life, and enhance
their well-being, but they may not know where to start. Many want to live a more wholesome,
simple and fulfilling life. This case study outlines the opportunities and challenges of a five year
transformation of an ordinary urban block of rental units in the inner-city Brisbane into a
productive urban farm. It became a functional community, and a sustainable lifestyle was
achieved. This article also provides testimonials from tenants and neighbours as well as a
landlord who supported this sustainable urban design initiative. It aims to demonstrate: what
can be achieved; to inspire people (homeowners, tenants, landlords and property developers)
to be creative; to initiate other sustainable projects; and show how this example of sustainable
living can be scaled up or down and be replicated elsewhere.

The Existing Property
The existing property in New Farm,
Brisbane’s inner-city suburb is within
walking distance to the CBD. The block of
five rented units with a shed and concrete
yard occupied most space of an suburban
block of approx. 1000 sqm. The grassy
backyard was approximately 150 sqm and
was sporadically utilised by tenants. A few
existing fruit trees were neglected. The
tenants barely knew and interacted with
each other and a real estate agency
struggled to attract potential tenants
when a unit became vacant. From the
street front the entire property looked
ordinary and not very attractive.
SpurTopia - The Transformation Project
The 'transformation of the property' (known as the Spurtopia Project: spurtopia.blogspot.com.au)
started in 2009 when the Spur family (Roman
and Jana, a Sustainable Design Engineer and
Child carer by profession) rented and moved
into one of the five units with an intention
and determination to live a sustainable life.
The first step of the transformation was
growing organic food in a backyard. A pile of
rubbish in the middle of the backyard was
turned into the first garden bed. Then fruit
trees were planted in the backyard, around
the house and into planter pots on the
concrete yard. Rain and grey water (from a
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washing machine) collection assured
sufficient supply of water for the garden via a
gravity fed irrigation system. Over several
years more garden beds were established to
produce an abundance of organic food.
Urban animals such as chickens, honey bees
and worms became an important part of the
entire strategy providing an endless supply of
fresh eggs, honey (160kg per hive a year), and
worm juice as garden fertiliser. Everything
that was used had multiple purposes (e.g. a
bamboo pyramid structure above the main
garden bed was used as a climbing trellis for beans which provided shade for the garden bed
underneath in summer. Birds could sit on the poles to watch for bugs and help with pest control. The
pyramid structure is the same shape as
Egyptian pyramids and is believed by some
people to provide positive energy for plants
and human beings.
The front yard began to be utilised with
planted trees and vines to grow fruit, to
improve the street appearance of the
property, as well as to attract and engage
neighbours and pedestrians walking by. An
unutilised large concrete yard was converted
into food growing space by trees growing out
of in wicking pots and fruit and a vegetable
pyramid. These were made from selffabricated, self-watering planter boxes invented by the author. Block walls of the house and fences
around the property were utilised for growing food with a vertical garden thereby maximising our food
production area. Fresh, organic and healthy food was produced in abundance; 75% of our family food
needs come from the backyard (flowers, herbs, greens, vegetable, fruit, seeds, grains, nuts, eggs and
honey). We grow over 100 vegetables, 25 different fruit trees and 25 herbs on the property.
Additionally, fermenting food (kombucha, kefir, sauerkraut and vegetables) as well as growing sprouts
on a kitchen bench. This provides our family with
a continuous supply of probiotics, enzymes,
vitamins and minerals. Excess food is preserved,
pickled, jammed and shared or swapped with
other tenants and neighbours. The rest of the
food, which is not produced on the property, is
mostly purchased at a local organic farmers
market. That significantly reduces the need for
buying food in supermarkets as well as reducing
packaging waste.
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Waste minimisation has also been
thoroughly considered and thought through.
The well known 5R’s mantra: Refuse –
Reduce – Reuse – Repair – Recycle is applied
in practice on a daily basis. The majority of
waste (organic material) is composted, fed
to our chickens or converted into organic
garden fertiliser via worm farms; various
waste items are reused or up-cycled (e.g.
plastic milk containers into wicking pots) and
the rest is recycled. Other recyclable
materials (e.g. soft plastics), which are not
accepted into a household recycling bin, are
recycled into children’s playing fields items via supermarket collection points. Unwanted household
stuff is displayed in a box at the front of the property with a sign “Free – help yourself” with few days
turnover. This approach resulted in literally zero general waste, compared to overflowing and usually
smelly community rubbish bins before the project started.
Utilising local resources, e.g. kerbside collection, styrofoam boxes from fruit and vegetable shops (for
my unique design of self-watering planter boxes), leftover bakery shop items to feed chickens, coffee
grounds from a coffee shop (used for a growing medium for mushrooms, then growing maggots for
chickens and finally utilised as a garden fertiliser), all significantly reduce the need to buy commercial
products.
Solar energy (free energy which is in
abundance in Australia) is utilised for heating
water via a home-made solar hot water system
(made from recycled materials for less than
$50). We cook food and bake cakes and bread
in a home-made solar oven / cooker as well as
making organic yoghurt in the sun in a recycled
pizza box. Herbs and fruit are also dried
naturally. Dry tree branches are used in a cob
oven (made within 5 minutes from a half dozen
recycled bricks and an old barbecue plate with
a lid) and used to bake pizza and bread. An old
rubbish incinerator located in a corner of the
property was converted into a smoking chamber to smoke meat and other food products.

Creating a sustainable community has been an essential part for the project. Tenants and neighbours
are encouraged to be involved in gardening and feeding chickens by giving them fresh garden produce,
eggs and honey. Sharing and swapping garden produce, home-made food and other items became
commonplace. Preparing food, dining together in the backyard (BBQs and pizza nights) and socialising
became an essential part of the small but functional community. Naturally this took time to develop.
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The power of the community positively
influenced a decision making process of a
real estate agent and our landlord (see
example letter asking for a permission for
keeping chickens in the backyard, which was
granted immediately after the submission).
Living in the community has created a sense
of belonging and looking after one other.

Positive and healthy relationships with a landlord and the body corporate are a clue to success.
Acceptance of initiatives from both sides and a constructive dialogue are essential. In this case, tenants
looked after and constantly improving the property while the landlord looked after them, allowing
amendments to the shared garden as well as providing financial support. There is an increasing demand
from the general public for growing organic food and living more sustainably at home, and this has
become a mainstream trend. So the owners of properties should listen to what tenants want but also
allow and encourage them to make adjustments, so both sides are satisfied. In this case study a
neglected backyard with a pile of rubbish and bonfire ash has been converted into an eye pleasing, food
producing paradise. The entire property transformed into a sustainable living space with a strong
community feeling. Whenever a unit became vacant and potential tenants came for an inspection, they
wanted to move in. This was quite a difference before we began the Spurtopia project. Moreover the
enhanced space and backyard increased the value of the property for the landlord. In this way it was a
‘win-win’ situation for both sides (see enclosed testimonials from tenants, neighbours and the landlord).
The property soon became a showcase
project inspiring and empowering the
general public. Raising awareness for
sustainable living was achieved by
participation in the Australia wide
Sustainable House Day. We organised
open days for the general public where
ways of achieving a sustainable lifestyle
and living in a small but functional
community were presented. The
transformation soon became known as the
'SpurTopia' project which has been showcased in multiple TV, radio appearances including ABC
Gardening Australia, and newspaper and magazine articles to inspire people around Australia and
worldwide. The passionate sharing of our experience, knowledge, ideas, inventions has been made
available “open source” via our website http://spurtopia.blogspot.com.au/
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The entire project soon became completely self-sustaining, providing a sufficient income for our small
family. This was achieved by reducing our living expenses (growing organic food, and reducing things we
needed to buy), providing sustainable practice expertise, and most importantly education through
various organisations e.g. the local Council, Schools, Community organisations, body corporates and
property developers.

Advantages of sustainable living
-

Community spirit attracts like-minded people, who want to live in synergy with nature, and
gives a sense of belonging.

-

Reducing living expense by growing organic food, utilising local resources and reducing the
need for buying new household items are the first steps to self-sufficiency.

-

A wholesome and fruitful life has been achieved by reducing living expenses, without
compromising comfort, leading in this case to no need to work full time. Plenty of time is left to
spend with my family, doing a lot of work for the community, which is very rewarding, and
sharing and inspiring many people.

-

Become a completely sustainable living story – not only growing your own food and living on
limited expenditure for the foreseeable future, but also it has naturally evolved into an
economical support and income stream which is sufficient to sustain our family.

-

We are what we eat – eating fresh and organic produce mainly from the backyard garden and
home produce supplies us with bountiful and healthy food.

-

Future resilience – Practising of sustainable living on a daily basis and incorporating that into all
aspects of day-to-day life is making us less reliant on commercial aspects of society

-

Making a positive difference by influencing people and providing inspiration via presentations,
workshops, conferences, internet media, TV appearance, radio interviews newspapers and
magazine articles.

-

Enhancing the value of the property by converting the ordinary (mainstream) appearance of a
property into an urban farm and incorporating sustainable features results in an increase in
property value.

-

Creating a different future and our reality by “living-by-example” approach.

Challenges that we overcame
-

Solar electricity from roof panels might be an issue to install in a tenant-landlord rental
contract. Instead 100% Green Power was purchased from an electricity provider to ensure that
household electricity we used comes from renewable sources (solar, wind, water). The green
power costs 5c per kWh of electricity used extra in total of an annual extra expenditure of
approximately $50 in this case – depending on electricity use.
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-

Attaining permission for keeping urban animals. The first enquiry about keeping chickens in
the backyard was rejected due to potential rat, mice and mites issues. So a letter to our real
estate agent was written (explaining how chickens will be looked after, if there is any problem
will get rid of them, indicating that chickens would become a welcoming addition to our
community – see an enclosed copy). This was signed by all tenants, and submitted and
permission was granted soon after.

-

Encouraging people to participate. Not all people are willing to participate to the extent that
the project requires (and not everyone is a potential urban farmer who has spare time) which is
natural. For that reason even partial participation (e.g. feeding chickens with kitchen scraps)
was highly appreciated. As well, garden to plate events are a common platform for people to
mingle and integrate and an opportunity to encourage and recognise a difference in taste of
home grown vs. supermarket food.

-

“Help yourself” approach of sharing garden produce. Occasionally, it is hard to encourage
people to pick fruit and vegetable from a garden (not knowing what, how and when to pick fruit
and vegetables). As a consequence, garden produce is harvested and distributed directly to
neighbourhood households.

-

A dedicated project / sustainability leader is required to initiate and direct the project. If there
is several individual leaders the effort can become unfocused leading in various directions and
diffuse initiatives. It could be a challenge finding a skilled and knowledgeable leader, however,
there is a growing number of people who are willing to become a sustainability leader and make
a difference.

-

Getting permission for establishing a vegetable garden and getting permission from the
landlord / body corporate could be a challenge. An explanation of how it will be looked after
and an assurance of changing the backyard back to its original state when finished helps
negotiations. Otherwise portable garden beds or a garden comprised of planter boxes on
concrete / balcony are the way to go.

-

Converting existing plumbing (for rain or grey water harvesting) might be an issue unless
permanent changes are agreed. For that reason installing a temporary/portable harvesting
system (rainwater from a shed or grey water from a washing machine diverted to water garden)
has proven to work in this case study.

-

Establishing positive relationships between tenant and landlord is very important though
sometimes hard to do. Providing a proposal for the enhancement of the property and fulfilling
the desires and vision of the tenant is a great starting point.
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Lessons learnt
1. Start small and then expand
2. Grow your own organic food
3. Do not be discouraged by initial failure, learn from mistakes and start again
4. Do not be discouraged by a rejection – always fight for a good result, it’s worth while
5. Share freely your experience and knowledge with others – it’s very rewarding feeling
6. Create a functional community – create a sense of belonging
7. Use all available local resources – reduce your impact on the environment
8. Establish good relationships with fellow tenants, landlord/body corporate
9. Give and do things to your best knowledge without any expectation in return.
10. Live Your Dream - Do whatever excites you the most – what you get most joy out of.

In conclusion, this case study shows what is possible to achieve in a rental property and how a
conventional suburban block can be converted into a productive urban farm garden. A functional
community develops from this, and a peaceful place is created to live a fulfilling life. Moreover we have
attempted to show that most common challenges can be overcome if there is good will. The prime
example of creating a resilient future could be replicated elsewhere and scaled up or down (balconies,
family houses, a block of apartments, retail centres and entire villages and developments). Our
Spurtopia Story is intended to inspire other tenants and people, to try replicating this initiative and try
living a more wholesome and natural live. We also want to encourage landlords, body corporates and
property developers to allow and incorporate these initiatives to enhance a property’s visual ambience
as well as satisfying an increasing demand for sustainable credentials and people's well-being. By the
positive encouragement of people to live sustainable, wholesome and natural lives, we are creating a
brighter future for ourselves and our children.
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Testimonials
For the past six years, Roman and Jana Spur have been tenants in a unit at New Farm. The unit is part of
block of five which I own. While living in their rented unit, Roman and Jana took a very proactive
approach to achieving a sustainable lifestyle which, not only inspired me, but also others who could see
that this life was possible to achieve even in rented accommodation.
They were both the driving force behind establishing and maintaining a communal garden in what is a
small backyard and they produced over time an abundance of fruit and vegetables to share with all the
tenants. Also, they kept in the yard chickens and bees and so added eggs and honey to the produce.
Over time, a functional community where everyone enjoyed living was established. Moreover, this
community attracted likeminded people to become new tenants. As well, it also encouraged those who
were willing to take ownership of their living place and look after their surrounds.
Regular BBQ and pizza nights were held and these events did not only have the tenants attending but
also the neighbourhood became involved as the tenants maintained a very good relationship with them.
This interaction between the tenants and neighbours further promoted not only a sense of community
but also encouraged a strong relationship and friendship between them.
Naturally, I’m pleased to say that when a unit did become vacant once people inspected it and then also
saw the other benefit of the communal gardens the overall feeling was that they wanted to live within
this small suburban community. By allowing the tenants of this block of five units to establish this
communal garden, it has not only enhanced the property but, in a number of instances was also a
deciding factor for tenants when looking for a rental property.
I can honestly say that I have had a very good relationship with my tenants and I would strongly
encourage other landlords and body corporates to support tenants where possible to establish a
community garden project where they live. It has been proven that community garden projects create
not only a sense of belonging but also a sense of pride in living spaces.
Given the outstanding success of the establishment of this sustainable community garden, I would
certainly encourage the co-operation between all landlords and tenants to develop this style of living. I
believe these communal areas can successfully be established to suit a variety of space sizes which are
available in properties and, it’s my belief, that the benefits derived from their establishment is
incalculable.
Dave Borden, Landlord
Dear Roman + Jana (and Lada!)
I am just writing to let you know what a pleasure it has been to live in our small community for the last
three years. It has been lovely to always have good friends for neighbours and to be able to share the
garden, chickens and, of course, pizza nights around the wood BBQ, with you and our neighbours.
I have enjoyed being able to go to the garden any time and pick what I need for my meals, feeding the
scraps to the chooks and seeing how well everything is growing. The bees have also been amazing to
watch and the honey has been delicious!
Thank you once again for making me feel so included and I will definitely miss living here when we all
have to go.
Shani Sanders, tenant unit 1
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I have lived in the same complex as Jana and Roman for 2.5 years I have enjoyed the experience of
being part of their (and now in some part mine) sustainable living in an urban setting. When I first
moved in Roman gave me a tour of the garden and I saw how passionate he and Jana are about
sustainability and how much pride they have in what they have accomplished in a short period of time
transforming a dull back yard to a productive garden (and creating a community). I can think of no
negatives only positives of having a garden set up like Jana and Roman have and I have enjoyed learning
from them about sustainability and have because of them incorporated many sustainable practise in my
lifestyle for example I am more aware and purchase products that are sustainable or wherever possible
make my own (I now make my own yogurt, which tastes better than the store bought yogurt and I know
what goes in it), in my new property I am creating a herb garden. Jana and Roman have created a
community in an urban environment where community is often lacking. I hope that in the future that I
will be able to do the same in my current rental property.
Jody, Unit 2
"Living next door to Roman, Jana and Lada was a pleasant and educating experience. The garden with
its abundant resources of seasonal fruit and vegetable growing right under your windowsill cannot be
beaten. During our stay we learnt a lot about the benefits of living in close-knit community style
dwelling. It is with great sadness that we watch what we felt was a green utopia in the middle of a
concrete jungle be taken down.
Additionally, 242 Kent Street played a great role in educating the community on sustainable and selfsufficient living. The innovative ideas that came from the Spurs were unparalleled, but we are confident
that sooner or later Spurtopia will reemerge in another location, stronger, better and perhaps just as
beautiful."
Marine Pacquier & Ali Amri, tenats Unit 3

I moved into a unit at this location 8 weeks ago. What an amazing place to live!!!
As a country girl, to have chooks, beehive, fruit trees such as paw paw, banana, mango, avocado,
macadamia etc, as well as vegetable and herb gardens in your back yard is like a home away from
home!!
This little patch of paradise, midst a concrete jungle (I can see the city from my back landing, and the
Story Bridge from the garden), needs to be seen to be believed!!
Roman and Yana's passion becomes apparent as soon as you set foot on the place.
I Iove it here, but don't take my word for it. Come visit and see for yourself or better still, do one of the
workshops on offer!
Gail Russell, Tenant unit 5

We have been next door neighbours to Jana and Roman Spur. We have found them to be friendly,
cooperative and generous people. Over the years many conversations have been had over the fence
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about family, life and gardening. On many occasions Roman has given us produce from his organic
garden. We wish them the best of luck on their future endeavours.
Giovanni and Francesca Politi, Neighbours

When I decided to go to a workshop on sustainable living at my local library, little did I realise that my
decision would have such a positive impact on my lifestyle.
Through that first workshop I attended, Roman and Jana taught me not only how to take the first small
steps to towards a healthier and more ecological lifestyle but they also engendered something which, in
today’s busy lifestyle can be lost and that is the sense of community.
Over time not only have I been able to see Roman and Jana work tirelessly on their self-sufficient
lifestyle but also to see the huge contribution they made to their neighbourhood community. For me,
their involvement not only meant them freely sharing their produce but also to the wonderful times
spent with them and others at the regular Friday night pizza bakes which they had in their beautiful
gardens.
It’s now a year since I first heard Roman and Jana speak so enthusiastically about their lifestyle and,
after personally taking the first small steps toward a self-sustainable lifestyle, I too can say as Roman so
often does “Life is Beautiful”.
Suzanne Lowe, neighbour

I had long wanted to learn about how I could create a more self-sustainable lifestyle which, given the
small space I had available, would provide me with even a small amount of produce that I could use to
supplement my living costs. I first met Roman and Jana through a free workshop which they were
conducting at their home and, to say the least, their knowledge and enthusiasm inspired not only me
but the many others who were attending that day. It was a practical workshop so my foray into making
a self-watering garden box not only showed me how inexpensive it could be to start on the road to selfsufficiency but it proved that even in the small space which I had available it was possible to grow
produce.
Roman and Jana not only started me on the path to self-sufficiency they’ve also shown me that being
part of a community in what can be not only a huge city but also a country town will make a huge
difference in people’s everyday lifestyles. It’s through the sharing, talking and meeting with others who
share the ethos which Roman and Jana live each day, we all have had not only the opportunity to
discover just how it is possible to make not only a difference to our own way of living but also to that of
others.
Nola Edwards, neighbour
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Professionals
629 Brunswick Street
New Farm, QLD 4005

Attn: Owner of the property 242 Kent Street
th

10 July 2011
Dear David,
We are writing to you to ask for the permission for keeping chickens in the backyard.
We understand you expressed some concerns, after an initial enquiry, regarding rats and mice issue
which might arise if chooks are inadequately kept and maintained. We have done research, talked to
other amateurs and professional chook keepers and from our own experience we concluded that rats and
mice can be kept away if:
a) Coop is placed on a solid floor or floor fitted with chicken wire net to provide physical barrier
b) Food is supplied via feeders to avoid feeding other animals
c) Coops and surrounding area to be kept clean and tidy
Should you have any doubts please contact a professional chicken keeper:
info@girlsforthegarden.com.au or phone 0401624248
Our vision of keeping chickens:
About three chickens (no roosters) will be kept in a rat/mice proof coop within a fenced free range area
underneath of the trees on the left side of the house. Food will be contained in the food feeders and
cleaned on a daily basis. Our chooks keeping experience will be applied to assure high quality of organic
eggs, well fare of chickens and satisfaction of all tenants. All generated waste will be composted and
used on our garden. Chooks will be looked after in the same manners as our garden has been looked
after over last two years. In case a possible future concern will rise which will not be addressed
appropriately we promise to put chickens away.
In conclusion we believe that our vision of keeping chickens and our promise of keeping them in nice and
tidy environment convinced you to provide us with the permission.

Kind Regards,
Your tenants from unit no. 4

The following tenants agree with the idea of keeping chickens:
No.1
No.2
No.3
No.5
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